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Abstract. Configuration technologies are typically applied in
closed settings where one (or a small group of) knowledge engineer(s) is in charge of knowledge base development and maintenance. In such settings it is also assumed that only single users configure the corresponding products and services. Nowadays, a couple
of scenarios exist that require more openness: it should be possible
to cooperatively develop knowledge bases and to jointly configure
products and services, even by adding new features or constraints in
a flexible fashion. We denote this integration of groups of users into
configuration-related tasks as open configuration. In this paper we
introduce features of open configuration environments and potential
approaches to implement these features.

1

Introduction

Configuration [8, 24, 37] is one of the most successful technologies
of Artificial Intelligence (AI). It is applied in many domains such
as telecommunication [17], furniture [19], and financial services [9].
Most configuration-related functionalities are assuming closed settings where knowledge bases are developed by a single (or a small
group of) knowledge engineer(s) and the corresponding configurators are applied by single users. Implementing configurator applications this way entails drawbacks which become manifest in terms of
scalability problems in knowledge engineering [33] and suboptimal
decisions if a single user decides for the whole group [16].
Scalability Problems. The transformation of domain knowledge
into a configuration knowledge base is an effortful process often characterized by a knowledge acquisition bottleneck [20] that
is considered as a major obstacle for a sustainable application of
knowledge-based technologies [21, 41]. To tackle this bottleneck,
efficient approaches have been developed that support graphical
knowledge engineering [7, 22] and intelligent debugging [6, 14, 35].
These approaches help to improve the efficiency of knowledge engineering but still do not solve the problem of missing scalability:
the increasing amount and complexity of configuration knowledge
bases exceeds the resources available for performing the corresponding development and maintenance operations [23, 33]. In order to
assure scalability, future configuration technologies have to support
a deeper integration of a wider group of users (e.g., product developers, marketing experts, sales representatives, and knowledge engineers) into knowledge engineering. Related solutions should go
beyond state-of-the-art approaches that are focusing on experienced
knowledge engineers and programmers [24] by allowing the comple1
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tion of knowledge engineering tasks by the mentioned groups. We
denote this approach as community-based knowledge engineering.
Suboptimal Decisions. A basic assumption of existing configuration systems is that products and services are typically configured by
single users. However, many scenarios exist where not a single user
but a group of users is in charge of configuring a product (see Section 3). Existing configuration environments do not take into account
such scenarios which often leads to situations where a single user
has to ”encode” the requirements and preferences of a whole group.
This can lead to suboptimal configurations (decisions) that do not
reflect the group preferences in an optimal fashion. Future configuration technologies should take into account the fact that groups of
users can be engaged in configuration processes and provide group
decision mechanisms that help the group to jointly configure a product in a consensual fashion. We denote this type of configuration
as group-based configuration. Especially in scenarios where multiple stakeholders define and configure products, enhanced flexibility
is required: configurator users may request to add or refine product
features and constraints which can be seen, for example, in open innovation [4] or postponement scenarios [18, 42]. We subsume such
activities under the term flexible product enhancement.
The concepts of community-based knowledge engineering, groupbased configuration, and flexible product enhancement can be
summed up under the notion of open configuration. In this paper we
sketch functionalities which have to be provided by open configuration environments. In Section 2 we introduce features and potential
technological solutions to tackle the issue of scalability in knowledge
engineering scenarios. In Section 3 we discuss features of groupbased configuration. In Section 4 we discuss aspects of product enhancement in open configuration. With Section 5 we provide a discussion of related work. We conclude the paper with Section 6.

2

Community-based Knowledge Engineering

In the following we will discuss aspects that become relevant if we
want to integrate a larger group of users into configuration knowledge
engineering. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality we assume that a configuration knowledge base is represented in
terms of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [27] consisting of
a set of variables V = {v1 , ..., vn } with corresponding domain definitions (dom(vi )), and a set of constraints C = {c1 , ..., cm }. We
base our discussions on the following simplified financial services
configuration knowledge base.
• V = {willingness to take risks (wr), expected return rate (rr), investment period (ip)}
• dom(wr)= {low, medium, high}, dom(rr)={<6%, 6-9%,>9%},
dom(ip) = {shortterm, mediumterm, longterm}

micro task topic

description

variables
questions
dialog sequences
constraints
examples
diagnoses

definition/evaluation of variables included in V
definition/evaluation of questions related to vi ∈ V
definition/evaluation of question sequences
definition/evaluation of constraints in C
definition/evaluation of test cases in T
evaluation of conflict resolution alternatives for C

Table 1. Community-based knowledge engineering: example micro tasks.

• C = {c1 : wr = medium → ip 6= shortterm,
c2 : wr = high → ip = longterm,
c3 : ip = longterm → rr = <6% ∨ rr = 6-9%,
c4 : rr = >9% → wr = high,
c5 : rr = 6-9% → wr 6= low ∧ wr 6= medium}
In cases where one or a small group of knowledge engineers is
in charge of developing and maintaining a configuration knowledge
base, attributes (component types), domains, and related constraints
are typically formalized on the basis of examples and textual descriptions provided by domain experts [24]. If the product domain
knowledge has to be adapted, the whole process is restarted, i.e., domain experts articulate the change requests in an informal fashion
and knowledge engineers implement the needed adaptations.
The correctness of changes performed on a knowledge base can be
evaluated, for example, on the basis of regression tests where positive
and negative test cases are used to figure out whether the knowledge
base shows the intended behavior [6]. Positive test cases (examples)
are a specification of an intended behavior of the knowledge base
and negative test cases exemplify unintended behavior. Existing approaches to configuration knowledge base testing and debugging exploit positive test cases to detect errors/deficiencies by inducing conflicts in the incorrect configuration knowledge base. Such conflicts
are minimal sets of constraints that are responsible for the faulty behavior of the knowledge base and therefore have to be adapted by
knowledge engineers.
Community-based Knowledge Engineering. Intelligent testing and
debugging [6] is an important contribution to the improvement of
knowledge engineering processes. However, the growing size and
complexity of configuration knowledge bases often makes it hard for
individual knowledge engineers to keep track of new developments
and adaptations. As a consequence, more time is needed to provide
a new production version of the configuration knowledge base and
the probability of including erroneous constraints increases. In order to assure scalability, it is important to integrate end-users more
deeply into knowledge base development and maintenance and thus
to exploit unemployed knowledge engineering potentials.
In the following we discuss issues that have to be taken into account when integrating groups into community-based knowledge engineering processes. An in-depth integration of a larger group of
users allows knowledge engineers to delegate basic engineering tasks
(so-called micro tasks). Table 1 provides an overview of micro task
topics. For each topic a couple of different concrete micro tasks can
be defined, for example, a variable can be defined but also evaluated
with regard to the appropriateness of it’s domain definition.
In order to figure out variables (component types) relevant for the
configuration knowledge base, users should be allowed to enter proposals for variables and component types (including the corresponding domain definitions) on their own. Variables are often associated

with questions posed to the user of a configurator application – alternative formulations of such questions and also the sequences in
which these questions are posed should be defined and evaluated by
users. In addition to structural properties typically defined in terms
of variables or component types and their relationships, constraints
define additional restrictions on possible combinations of variable
values (components).
Especially in community-based scenarios, where a larger number
of users interacts with the knowledge engineering environment, engineering practices will change in the sense that users are providing
knowledge chunks in a collaborative fashion and the knowledge engineering environment is in charge of aggregating this information.
In this context, it is necessary to have mechanisms that automatically
distribute knowledge acquisition tasks among users in a systematic
fashion (e.g., depending on the workload, knowledge level, and preferences of users). Such tasks can be represented in a more-or-less
traditional form of todo-lists but can also be represented in terms of
so-called games with a purpose [40] which is an upcoming trend also
in the knowledge engineering field [36].
A simple example of such a knowledge acquisition interface is
depicted in Figure 1. In this example game, the users Ann and Paul
have the task to cooperatively figure out combinations of customer
requirements that are incompatible, i.e., induce an inconsistency with
the knowledge base. The players have successfully completed their
task if they, for example, selected the same set of assignments as
candidates for incompatibilities. The underlying assumption of this
game is that Ann does not know the input of Paul and vice-versa.
Further examples of gamification-based interfaces for configuration knowledge acquisition are: cooperative definition of relevant
variables (including their domains), the estimation of intuitive dialog sequences (which questions should be asked in which order),
the derivation of further constraint types (e.g., filter constraints that
match user requirements to corresponding technical product properties), and the estimation of accepted repair rankings in situations
where no solution could be found. Such scenarios can be supported
by input templates that represent micro-tasks (see Figure 1).
Testing and Debugging. The definition and evaluation of (positive and negative) test cases is a crucial issue since the correctness
of a test suite directly influences the correctness of the results determined by a configurator. In [6] positive and negative examples are
exploited for debugging knowledge bases on the basis of the concepts
of model-based diagnosis [32]. In this context, positive examples are
exploited for inducing conflicts in a configuration knowledge base.
A negative example is assumed to be integrated in negated form into
the knowledge base in the case that it has not been rejected by the
knowledge base. On the basis of the following two test cases (examples) we can show how positive examples are used to find errors in
the knowledge base. Both test cases are in conflict with constraints

Figure 1. Sketch of a user interface for game-based knowledge acquisition. The overall goal of the game is that both players agree on the set of incompatible
value combinations of a given set of variables. This user interface can be regarded as a micro task template for the acquisition of incompatibility constraints.

Figure 2. Group-based diagnosis of a faulty configuration knowledge base. Diagnoses are selected by taking into account the expertise of users/knowledge
engineers: the higher the personal score (value derived from his/her personal contributions), the higher the weight given to his/her opinion.

in the configuration knowledge base introduced in Section 2.
• t1 : wr = high ∧ rr = >9%
• t2 : rr = 6-9% ∧ wr = medium
A conflict between a test case t and a set of constraints in the configuration knowledge base can be defined as a conflict set CS ⊆ C:
CS ∪ t inconsistent. Such a conflict set CS is minimal if there does
not exist another conflict set CS 0 with CS 0 ⊂ CS. To resolve a
minimal conflict, only one element has to be deleted from CS. In
our example, the test case t1 is in conflict with the constraints c2 and
c3 and test case t2 is in conflict with the constraint c5 . Consequently
we have two different (and minimal) conflict sets which are CS1 :
{c2 , c3 } and CS2 : {c5 }. Resolving these conflicts results in two different diagnoses, namely D1 = {c2 , c5 } and D2 = {c3 , c5 }, i.e., a
diagnosis is a hitting set [32] which includes at least one constraint
from each of the given conflict sets.
Typically, there are many alternative diagnoses and the question
has to be answered which of these is acceptable for the users engaged in testing and debugging. Figure 2 depicts a basic approach
of integrating knowledge about the users expertise in the determination of a diagnosis. For the conflict CS1 = {c2 , c3 }, the majority of
users prefers to keep c2 as-is and to delete or change c3 to resolve
the conflict. Since CS2 is a singleton, no alternatives exist for re-

solving the conflict, i.e., c5 must be selected. Overall, the elements
in the diagnosis D2 = {c3 , c5 } have a lower community support and
therefore will be changed or deleted by the users in order to restore
the consistency with the test-suite {t1 , t2 }.

3

Group-based Configuration

An assumption of existing configuration environments is that there
is no need for additional configuration support in scenarios where
groups of users are jointly configuring their preferred product or service. A major consequence of this assumption is that single users are
forced to encode the preferences of a group which is often done in a
suboptimal fashion.
Within the scope of an industry study with representatives of N=25
companies applying configurators we figured out that none of the existing configuration environments provides technologies that support
groups of users in jointly configuring a solution. However, there is
a strong agreement on the fact that such technologies have to be included in future configurators. The study participants reported different scenarios for the application of group-based (socially aware)
configuration technologies. Social awareness in this context denotes
the fact that specific properties of group decision processes are explicitly taken into account by the configuration environment (e.g.,

ID

domain for group-based configuration

1

software release plans

2

product line scoping and open innovation

3

bundle configuration (e.g., hotel, flight,
tour, etc.)

4

stakeholder selection for a new software
project

5

architectural design in software
development

6

financial service configuration

7

building configuration (e.g. smart home,
office block)

8

funding decisions

Table 2.

components and constraints
requirements, releases,
dependencies, preferences
(new) features, constraints between
features, preferences
(new) destinations, hotels,
sightseeing tours, (resource)
constraints, preferences
(new) persons, constraints
regarding competences and
resources, preferences
components, interfaces,
technologies, constraints between
components, preferences
financial services, resource
constraints, preferences
rooms, furniture, light control
equipment, constraints between
components, preferences
project proposals, resource
constraints, preferences

decision makers
stakeholders in software project
representatives from different
departments, customers
travel group

(initial) team members
(distributed) software project
members
family members
family members, suppliers,
company representatives
evaluators, consultants, decision
makers

Application scenarios for group-based configuration identified within the scope of a study with N=25 companies applying configuration systems.

the need to achieve consensus among group members). Examples of
such scenarios are depicted in Table 2.
In these scenarios a group of users is in charge of jointly configuring a product or service, for example, when configuring a holiday
trip (bundle configuration) for a group of friends [25], the requirements and preferences of all group members should be taken into
account. When configuring a software release plan, the preferences
of individual stakeholders regarding the assignment of requirements
to releases have to be taken into account [31].
Taking into account requirements and preferences of group members requires decisions regarding trade-offs. In the context of holiday
trips such a trade-off could be the acceptance of a lower-quality hotel which is much nearer to the sightseeing destination preferred by
a specific user. When configuring software release plans, a trade-off
could concern the postponement of a specific requirement to a later
release while increasing the importance level of this requirement (to
avoid further postponements).
The determination of trade-offs must be based on preference aggregation mechanisms [29] that take into account the preferences of
all group members as far as possible. For example, the least misery
strategy avoids massive discriminations of individual group members
by minimizing the maximum number of trade-offs to be accepted by
an individual. In contrast, majority voting follows the opinions of the
majority of the group members which can lead to discriminations
against individuals.
An example of the application of the least misery strategy in the
context of deciding about a common sightseeing trip is depicted in
Table 3. In this simplified example, each person is allowed to select
at most two destinations and the corresponding trip must include two
destinations. Since Ben and John have similar preferences, majority
voting would discriminate Kate. In contrast, least misery tries to find
a trade-off that has the potential to create group consensus. For a
detailed discussion of preference aggregation mechanisms we refer
the reader to [29].

A major issue for future research is the consideration of longer
time periods. For example, if a group of friends jointly configures
a holiday trip every year, the aggregation mechanisms used by the
group-based configuration environment should take into account (as
far as possible) the degree to which individuals had to accept tradeoffs in the past and use this information for the recommendation of
fair trade-offs in future configuration sessions.
On the technical level the above mentioned properties require basic research in the following areas.
First, constraint-based search methods have to be extended with
mechanisms that help to predict (partial) configurations which are of
relevance for the group. This requires learning methods for search
heuristics [34] that help to predict relevant configurations in an efficient fashion. Furthermore, it is important that configurators are
able to determine similar and diverse configurations efficiently which
could also be achieved on the basis of the mentioned heuristics.
Second, the determination of trade-offs for inconsistent requirements and preferences has to be based on efficient diagnosis methods integrated with intelligent preference aggregation mechanisms
[29] that can help to better predict trade-offs acceptable for all group
members. These aggregations must take into account the histories
stored in interaction logs in order to guarantee decision fairness in
the long run.
Third, negotiation and argumentation mechanisms have to be developed which support individuals to express acceptable trade-offs.
In our holiday configuration scenario an example of such a statement
is ”I accept to visit Greece this year if we agree to organize a trip to
Italy next year”. Such arguments cannot be expressed on the basis of
existing preference representations.

4

Flexible Product Enhancement

The ability to include additional variables (component types), values
(components), and constraints in a flexible fashion is important for
the implementation of open configuration.

Table 3.

destination

Lindwurm

Großglockner

Pyramidenkogel

Isonzo Valley

Ben
John
Kate

1
1
0

1
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

least misery
majority voting

1
1

0
1

1
0

0
0

Example set of tourist destinations (in the Alps-Adriatic area). The assumption in this example is that each person is allowed to articulate at most
two preferences and the trip must include at least two destinations.

Product line scoping [26] (in the context of software product line
engineering) is in the need of such a flexibility since the features and
constraints element of the product line are not completely predefined
at the beginning of the engineering process. A larger group of users
has to jointly decide which components (features) and constraints
should be part of the product line. Thus, product line scoping can
be interpreted as open configuration where new alternatives and constraints (and preferences) can be integrated within the scope of the
configuration (product line scoping) process.
Open innovation [4] reflects the idea of integrating customer communities into new product development processes of a company. In
this context, variability modeling for product lines also requires the
support of an easy integration of new component types, components,
and constraints which reflect features to be supported by future products. In both scenarios, the integration of new items has to be supported by corresponding group decision processes (see Section 3),
for example, before a new feature is integrated into the model, the
group has to perform the needed validation steps and decide about
the inclusion of the feature. This also holds for the afore mentioned
scenarios of release planning and holiday trip configuration.
A further example of the need for flexible enhancements are postponement strategies [18, 42]. An example is the automotive industry, where basic car configurations are delivered to dealers who can
then integrate additional components such as MP3 players and towbars, i.e., are enabled to integrate their own products and services
into the basic configuration delivered by car producers. Conform to
the definition given in [18], the mentioned scenario is of type-III
where customers are allowed to specify additional equipment when
they already have a more precise idea of the interior of the car. The
corresponding configuration model has to provide flexible interfaces
that allow an easy integration of new component types, components,
and constraints. A knowledge representation concept that can be exploited in this context are contextual models [10] which allow a systematic extension of existing base diagrams with additional items
relevant in a specific context (e.g., the car dealer context). In such
scenarios, developers of configurator solutions also have to take into
account that – depending on the additional items introduced – search
heuristics [34] have to be adapted in order to assure efficient search.

5

Related and Future Work

Intelligent testing and debugging methods for configuration knowledge bases have been introduced in [6] where positive test cases
can detect errors by inducing conflicts in a configuration knowledge
base. Conflicts are then resolved on the basis of model-based diagnosis [32]. In open configuration scenarios, testing and debugging
approaches have to be adapted to group-based settings where diagnosis discrimination has to take into account group preferences.
Bessiere et al. [2] introduced basic mechanisms to the learning

of constraint sets. In this context, knowledge bases are learned on the
basis of positive and negative examples. Generated examples are presented to users who have to decide whether the examples are positive
or negative. Learning is based on a so-called bias that is a knowledge
base generated from a vocabulary (variables, domains, and operators). The bias is systematically reduced on the basis of the information included in the examples, for instance, all conflicts induced
in the bias by a positive example have to be resolved. In the case
of a negative example, at least one conflict must be preserved which
guarantees the rejection of the negative example. Approaches to the
application of association rule mining for configuration knowledge
discovery are discussed in [23]. An important research issue in this
context is to assure the understandability and manageability of the
derived configuration knowledge [12].
Human Computation is based on the idea of passing those tasks to
humans which are easy to solve for them but are not solvable by computers [39]. Related research has already been conducted in the areas
of ontology construction (concept learning) [36] and sentiment analysis in text documents [30]. A major idea of the work presented in
this paper is to exploit the concepts of Human Computation as a central mechanism for configuration knowledge base construction and
maintenance. These mechanisms go beyond concept learning [36]
and include tasks such as diagnosis discrimination, test case classification and evaluation, and configuration dialog design.
Preferences are not known beforehand but are constructed within
the scope of a decision process [3, 38]. As a result, biases occur
which often lead to suboptimal decisions. Concepts to deal with
(group) decision problems in recommender systems are discussed in
[11, 15, 25, 28, 31]. A major issue for future research in this context
is an in-depth investigation of decision biases in group decision making. An important question is to which extent biases are compensated
or become more intense when groups decide.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we introduced central ideas and research questions related to open configuration. Openness in this context is related to the
idea of a closer integration of end-users into configuration knowledge
base development and maintenance operations and of supporting decision processes in scenarios where groups of users are in charge of
configuring a product or service. Furthermore, open configuration is
often characterized by the need of being able to integrate new items
(e.g., component types, components, and constraints) ”on the fly”.
On the basis of the results of a first industry study we reported example application domains and discussed related research challenges.
The concepts presented in this paper can be applied in a broad range
of scenarios which go beyond open configuration. Further example
application domains are (constraint-based) scheduling [1], recommender systems [5], and utility evaluation where user groups are in

charge of evaluating alternatives [13].
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